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Boston University
Roman Kanuri text with literal English translation underneath each line followed by free translation (V. 2, pp. 8-36). Facsimiles of the Kanuri in ajami originals are given in V. 2, pp. I-VIII. PL8021.N5 F68

This article contains facsimile pages from an ancient Koran annotated in Kanembu, a close relative of Kanuri. DT 515 A1 F34

Contains the same material as Bivan (above) but with a different interpretation. [http://www.jstor.org/stable/20181992](http://www.jstor.org/stable/20181992)

Discusses “Tarjumo” an ajami medium for translation of the Koran related to Kanuri and Kanembu but unintelligible to speakers of those languages. It is, then, a kind of secret language. Contains pictures of this script. [http://www.jstor.org/stable/25728205](http://www.jstor.org/stable/25728205)

Roman Kanuri texts with facing Roman Hausa translated into German. 32 pages of text in Kanuri in ajami. PL8361 .P7M

Kanuri proverbs are presented in Kanuri in ajami followed by their equivalents in Roman script with interlinear literal German translations each with corresponding explanations. PN6519.K28 P7M